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Motivation

Laissez-faire 
Free market principle
Market fundamentalism

These are synonyms denoting a doctrine which states that 
government generally should not intervene in the market.

The only theoretical background of them is the first theorem of 
welfare economics, which states that any competitive equilibrium 
leads to a Pareto efficient allocation of resources.



This doctrine requires regulation on monopolies and cartels, 
deregulation of access to markets, and so forth.

More specifically, monopoly or oligopoly is regarded as an inefficient 
and undesirable situation of the market.

Here, a simple question arise:
Isn’t monopoly or oligopoly an outcome of competition itself?

If the answer is “yes”, policies promoting competition end up 
promoting monopoly or oligopoly and disturbing competition after all.
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In order to answer this question properly, we should investigate the 
time evolution of the market structure or where a competitive market 
is going.

To this end, neoclassical microeconomics (NM) is unfortunately of 
limited use because its research agenda has essential defects as follows.
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Essential Defects of NM

First, NM classifies market structures into four categories according to       

the number of firms and the existence of product differentiation:

  Perfect competition, Monopolistic competition, Oligopoly, and Monopoly

Then, given a particular market structure, NM describes how firms 

decide production amount and how a market equilibrium is established.

Thus, in NM, a market structure is a mere given-condition and NOT 
an objective to be explained.
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What is wrong with NM ?

NM assumes perfectly rational economic agents                                   
and basically supposes their one-shot decision makings.

Even if intertemporal decision makings are considered, it is always assumed 
that agents know the future states of the economy at least on average.

In this sense NM deals with a world essentially without time.

Studying the evolutionary process of a market structure should begin with 
assuming that agents are boundedly rational.

Essential Defects of NM



We study a simple agent-based model of a competitive market 
consisting of consumers and firms which are boundedly rational 
in the sense that they are subject to information constraint.

We introduce reinforcement learning process.

We keep our model as simple as possible along the line of NM 
except for assuming bounded rationality.

   Investment and financing behavior of firms are neglected.

Our Research Strategy
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How to introduce bouded rationality:

Each consumer does not know the ‘best’ firm to purchase goods. 

He explores firms so as to get higher utility.

Each firm does not know the demand function it faces.

It revises price and production so as to get higher profit.

(Under perfect rationality, the only decision variable of firm is 
production amount because each firm knows a true demand function.)

Special attention is payed to the degree of consumer’s rationality.
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Our Research Strategy



Previous works concerning market structure dynamics:

Focusing on technical innovation by firms
M. Mazzucato (2000): Firm Size, Innovation and Market Structure

Focusing on investment and financing by firms
D. D. Gatti et al (2008): Emergent Macroeconomics

Focusing on habitual behavior of consumers
T. Onozaki and T. Yanagita (2003): Chaos, Solitons and Fractals

Focusing on collective behavior of consumers
T. Yanagita and T. Onozaki (2008): JEIC

Previous Works
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Goods are homogeneous and perishable within a unit time period.

Each consumer's utility is represented by the identical function

At each time period, a consumer compares his utility obtained by 

purchasing goods from firm i and from randomly selected firm j .

To describe this behavior, we use the so-called softmax action 

selection rule in the field of reinforcement learning as follows.

Model: Consumer Behavior
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ui(t) = U(xi(t)) with U ! > 0, U !! < 0



A consumer selects a firm according to a transition probability 
from firm i to firm j :

If              [ which means                  ]

Even if              [ which means                  ]
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exploration probability

!(i, j) = min(1, (uj/ui)!1), "1 > 0

(uj/ui)!1 ! 1uj ! ui

(uj/ui)!1 < 1uj < ui

!(i, j) = 1

!(i, j) = (uj/ui)!1

the consumer certainly chooses firm j

the consumer curiously chooses firm j with a probability (uj/ui)!1

Model: Consumer Behavior
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The reason why exploration probability is taken into consideration is 
that exploring other firms may give consumers the chance to encounter 
higher utility under information constraint.

    represents the degree of rationality when consumers seek utility:!1

!1 !"

All consumers behave in purely random manner despite their utility.

All consumers select the same firm that gives them maximal utility.

!1 = 0

perfectly irrational

perfectly rational

(uj/ui)!1 = 1

(uj/ui)!1 ! 0

Model: Consumer Behavior



From a statistical point of view, firm i ’s stationary share distribution 
of consumers can be written as

This formula can be derived either from

the multinomial logit model of choice behavior
 or
the Boltzmann distribution of gas molecule speed
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w!
i (t + 1) = u!1

i /
M!

j=1

u!1
j M:  the number of firms

 

Model: Consumer Behavior



A firm does not know the demand function it faces, so it must 

decide price     and production     based on the local information 

about changes in profits.

Profit          of firm   at period   is defined as
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!i(t) i t

!i(t) = pi(t)si(t)! c(qi(t))

pi qi

Model: Firm Behavior



For the next period, firm   chooses rates of change of     and             
among all possible options so as to earn higher profits.
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!
!pi = 1 + !p cos(2"ni/N)
!qi = 1 + !q sin(2"ni/N)

for ni ! {0, . . . , N " 1}

N:  the number of possible strategies of a firm

!p, !q :  given constants

i pi qi

Model: Firm Behavior

!
pi(t + 1) = !pi · pi(t)
qi(t + 1) = !qi · qi(t)



An image of possible strategies when          
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Very Important Property of the Model

If we additionally assume the following assumptions, it is easy to show 

that our model includes neoclassical equilibria as special stationary states.

perfect information

balance of demand and supply

an infinitely large number of firms 
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Cournot equilibrium

perfectly competitive equilibrium



Dynamics of the model crucially depends on     .

For smaller     (lower rationality), almost all consumers choose firms      
in a purely random manner.

Thus, the share distribution is almost uniform and stationary.

For larger     (higher rationality), almost all consumers                 
choose the ‘best’ firm so as to seek higher utility.

Thus, oligopoly or monopoly emerges depending on     . 

Simulation Results 
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!1

!1

!1



Typical Time Evolution of Variables 
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(a) 
    Uniform share
    (quasi-oligopoly; neoclassical)

(b) 
    Oligopoly market-share battle
    (realistic oligopoly)

(c) 
    Alternating monopoly
    (unstable monopoly)  

Emerging Three Phases
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!1 = 0.1

!1 = 1.0

!1 = 5.0



Utility and profit also depend on     

Averaged Utility and Profit
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Oligopoly share-battles occure around those     values.

There exists a minimum value of      at             . !1 ! 2.4!!̄"

There exists a maximum value of          at             .

!1

More Rational

Minimal Profit

Maximal Utility

More Rational

!E(u)" !1 ! 2.3



Zipf’s law is observed with respect to firm’s profit when oligopoly emerges. 

Zipf’s Law
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µ ! 1
Zipf’s lawPower law (Pareto’s law)

P (!i) ! !!µ
i

Profit of a firm mostly obeys the power law (or Pareto's law). 

!1 = 1.0
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Gibrat’s law is also observed for all cases.
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ri = log10(!i(t + 1)/!i(t))

Gibrat’s Law

!1 = 1.0 !1 = 5.0

Firm size fluctuation is 
independent of firm size.



Three phases of market structure appear depending upon the consumer’s 
degree of rationality     . For the moderate range of    , the 
oligopolistic market-share battle appears.

An oligopoly phase is the best state in terms of consumer's utility 
while oligopoly brings the minimal profit to the firms because of 
severe competition based on the moderate rationarity of consumers.

In an oligopolistic phase, the market-share distribution of firms 
follows the Zipf’s law and the growth-rate distribution of firms 
follows the Gibrat’s law.
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Conclusions

!1 !1



THANK YOU
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Consumers’ Moderate Rationality Leads a Market to Oligopoly.


